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 The End Of  The Short Story
 
 There has been a general degradation, degeneration, which early in Life 
 is an ebb like water-waves kissing ones toes; then that wave of age 
 acceleration, the dead litter the shores of war, beached whales sound like 
 running elephants breathing, top is bottom then there is no top or bottom. I 
 am facing my mortality with a prose examination, these words as my face 
 & my face as a mirror. My hair on my head is nearly gone, nearly 54, but 
 there are hairs growing wildly on my ears. A tree squashed like peanut 
 butter. Out shoots the sides with its rustle of air-swashing branches & 
 neuron splatter sap. I wear glasses & I need an upgrade. The Dentist told 
 me yesterday the roof of my mouth is all red & inflamed from my upper 
 partials, which I did not realize since there hasn’t been pain. Old people 
 talk about health problems. It is 6:30 a.m. on a Tuesday morning. I am 
 suddenly very tired after a large mug of fresh coffee, remaining toothless. I 
 feel defeated. Nature is the real murderer, the butler is imaginary. The 
 assassin is dreaming. Gamma rays spray around our necks. I’m withering. 
 My spring jacket is now too large. My knees always ache. Hell, I’m 
 joking: ache knees my balls. Microbes on Mars survive on sound-waves, 
 are music generators, below our range of hearing. I predict nothing but an 
 obscene, amerikan future.
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